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RUDYARD KIPLING -"IF" 
.UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND 
If you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you, 
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 
But make allowance for their doubting too; 
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies, 
Or being hated, don't give way to hating, 
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise: 
If you can dream-and not make dreams your master; 
If you can think-and not make thoughts your aim; 
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two impostors just the same; 
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, 
And stoop and build 'em up with worn-out tools: 
If you can make one heap of all your winnings 
And risk it on one tum of pitch-and-toss, 
And lose, and start again at your beginnings 
A111d never breathe a word about your loss; 
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew 
To serve your tum long after they are gone, 
And so hold on when there is nothing in you 
Except the Will which says to them: 'Hold on!' 
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with Kings-nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 
If all men count with you, but none too much; 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
And-which is more-you'll be a Man, my son! 
TAMANAWAS ST FF 2016 
It 'fl last long after we 're gone 
Tamanawas is University of Puget Sound's yearbook, publishing 
its 93rd volume in its 92nd year. The staff this fall has six mem-
bers, from first years to 2017 graduates. Bee Sather Jenkins, the 
Editor-in-Chief, is in her third year on staff, and is grateful to help 
to be a time keeper of the Puget Sound community. The future of 
Tamanawas will see some change and the transition to a biannual 
magazine aimed at sharing the stories of campus members. 
How long have you been a member of the Tamanawas Staff? 
Tami Hoang. This is my fourth year. I started as a freshman and 
am now a semor. 
What's been your favorite part of working on staff? 
Annie Vela: I love that I get to contribute to something !hat will 
last long after we're gone. 
Why is Tamanawas important to you? 
Bee Sather Jenkins: Yearbook is a fantastic way to create a last-
ing legacy on campus, and it's also a great way to learn about 
everything that's happening at Puget Sound. 
Editor-in-Chief: 
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LIGHTHOUSE 
"Lighthouse has felt more like a family to me than any other com-
munity I've found on campus." 
Lighthouse is an all-inclusive house come from a wide range and has shaped countless stu-
Christian community. Bri Mor- of backgrounds, theological dent's lives and faith joumies. 
rison, Lighthouse President, perspectives, and political Bri explains, "Lighthouse has 
says: it is a "living, breathing, leanings. But rather than let helped me grow so much as a 
vibrant community and family our differences divide us, we person and shown me what it 
where students are able to talk embrace diversity, knowing really means to take my faith 
about whatever matters most to that growth comes in learning into my own hands." 
them. Students are given an op- from one another." Lighthouse 
purtnuity to worship with oth- goes on retreats, hosts events 
ers who, like them, are going for all of campus, service ac-
through the same crazy roller- tivies and allows students a 
coaster of college life. Despite place to worship however they 
being of similar age and edu- want on Tuesday nights. It has 
cation, those who attend Light- been on campus for 28 years, 
PEER ALLIES 
Peer Allies is a support network of students that hold weekly "office 
hours" to provide an opportunity for survivors of sexual violence or ha-
rassment who may have felt powerless to talk, be heard, and be believed. 
They also provide information to survivors in a safe space about other 
resources both on and off campus. Each person has their own reasons for 
wanting to be involved, and it is an incredibly personal driven choice, 
but these students take time out of their days to provide a safe space for 
anyone who needs it, and this campus would not be as whole as it is, 
without it. 
CAMPUS FILMS 
Bringing you the best film experience for only a dollar a movie! 
ASUPS Campus Films is a group of 
students dedicated to offering relat-
able movies to the community of Puget 
Sound for the low price of $1. With a 
new film schedule each semester, the 
club has been bringing in large crowds 
with popular films like Finding Dory and 
the new Ghostbusters reboot. Films are 
shown every weekend Friday through 
Sunday with two showings a day in 
Rausch Auditorium. The fall schedule 
follows a string of films that are both 
relevant to culture and to what's going 
on when the film is being shown. 
The Fall 2016 lineup included films 
such as Finding Dory, Swiss Army Man, 
Scream, Hell Or High Water, Trick R' 
Treat and Kubo and the Two Strings and 
Captain Fantastic. 
Every semester, the Puget 
Sound Musical Theatre com-
munity, Curtain Call, puts on 
a show that consists of a series 
of performances having to do 
with one overarching theme. 
The Fall 2016 Show was called 
'Showtime ! ' where all of the 
performances have to do with 
the same theme of time. The 
musical numbers come from 
a variety of different musi-
cals, such as Merrily We Roll 
Along, Dogfight, Songs from 
CURTAIN CALL 
a New World, Next to Nor- ally directed by a member of 
mal, Heathers, A Gentleman's the Puget Sound Faculty. This 
Guide, Hello Dolly!, The Last fall's group number, a mash-up 
Five Years, Avenue Q, On the of the Merrily We Roll Along 
Town, and Newsies. The club and Newsies songs "Our Time" 
is co-run by seniors Michael and "Seize the Day" is direct-
Stahl and Patrick Zimmer- ed by Dawn Padula, Director 
man. The most important thing of Vocal Studies and Associate 
about Curtain Call is that any- Professor of Voice. 
one is able to join in the fun. 
All of the numbers are direct-
ed by students, and the large 
group number that is the fina-
le of the performance is usu-
WRITERS' GUILD 
I can see the impact of the space 1 'm giving people to write. 
Writer's Guild is the club on 
campus that is dedicated to the 
art of writing. This can mean 
anything from poetry to fic-
tion to creative non-fiction. 
The club is in its third year, and 
club President Rebekah Sher-
man loves that she's about to 
work so closely with many of 
the writers of UPS. Rebekah 
says that oftentimes, she " ... 
writes better than she speaks 
and writing helps me get my 
thoughts down more concrete-
ly." The club this year consists 
of Rebekah, a junior, and three 
other members. The group may 
be small, but they get a lot done 
within the span of an hour. 
This November marks the be-
ginning of National Novel 
Writing Month (NaNo WriMo) 
2016, and a few of the mem-
bers look forward to having the 
space to work on their novels 
for a full hour with no distrac-
tions. The NaNoWriMo theme 
this year is "Imagination and 
Beyond." The organization is 
a non-profit that works to help 
writers with their novels and 
to inspire people to work ev-
ery day on a 50,000 word novel 
in one month. Writer's Guild 
is supportive of any work that 
wants to be done in the space, 
and Rebekah hopes to continue 
to facilitate that. 
NATIONAL AL IANCE ON MENTAL HEALTH 
100% Stigma Free 
The National Association on Mental Illness to the students of UPS about mental illness 
(NAMI) is an organization dedicated to the and upkeep. In October, NAMI hosted a two-
education on mental illness and the upkeep day conversation on mental heath education. 
of mental health. University of Puget Sound They offer these "Real Talks" throughout the 
has one of our own chapters working with semester to better educate the UPS commu-
CHWS to make sure students have a safe, nity on mental health and illness. NAMI is a 
stable place where they can share experienc- reminder to the students of UPS that there are 
es with mental illness or their own, under- better ways to take care ofyourself(especial-
standing how to support those with mental ly during midterms and exams!) and they're 
illness, and offering educational resources always available to the community. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION 
The Black Student 
Union at Puget Sound 
was established in 1968 
by three students, and the 
original BSU had nine 
active members. Today, 
the BSU has more than 
40 active members and 
allies, including stu-
dents, faculty and staff. 
It remains one of the 
oldest campus clubs, 
and has been responsible 
for implementing and 
demanding many chang-
es for the betterment of 
all students of color. Its 
mission, explains Presi-
dent Shannon Woods, is 
"to help black students 
strive for academic ex-
cellence, promote pos-
itive images of African 
Americans and help 
students become an es-
sential part of a college 
community." 
This year, the BSU host-
ed their annual One More 
fundraising scholarship 
dinner, and Kwanzaa. 
Additionally, the BSU 
created the Black Ice lit-
erary magazme, which 
began in 2012. 
ECO CLUB 
ECO Club, or Environmental that has popped up around all over the Pacific Northwest 
Campus Outreach Club, is a campus comes from ECO to converge as well as learn 
UPS club that works to put Club, and is all about pulling more about things like "en-
into action sustainable direc- our investments out of any- vironmental justice, sustain-
tives on the campus. They're thing supporting fossil fuels. ability, climate change, and 
also active in a lot of environ- This is a branch of the work environmental racism," says 
mental activities in the parts done by the national Divest- ECO Club President, Curtis 
of the Pacific Northwest out- ment Student Network. Mraz. 
side of Puget Sound. 
This year, ECO Club is also 
A large focus of ECO Club is responsible for hosting the 
helping UPS create an envi- Cascade Climate Network 
ronment that we want to live Convergence, which provides 
in. The Divest UPS campaign the opportunity for students 
I 
PHI ETA SIGMA 
Phi Eta Sigma (PES) is a Helen Tscurr explains that cuss resume building, grad-
national honors organiza- "this year Phi Eta Sigma has school applications, and 
tion that works to help oth- continued to support local investment. PES has been a 
ers. Here at Puget Sound, and national charitable or- great opportunity for me to 
their service has involved ganizations including Tony's gain perspective on leader-
a project involving to gath- kitchen and Adopt-A-Spot. ship and feel more connected 
er school supplies, a PES We organized a letter drive to the campus community!" 
General Meeting where for active and retired mil-
they played Pictionary and itary personnel, and have 
ate ice cream, writing let- focused, by request of the 
ters to veterans, and the members, on the presidential 
Adopt-A-Spot program, election by organizing a fan-
where members keep the tastic and interactive elec-
streets surrounding campus tion viewing party! We have 
clean by picking up trash. brought speakers in to dis-
WOMEN'S RUGBY 
The Women's Rugby team game. Much of the game touches down in the try 
at University of Puget 1s rooted m positions, zone or is kicked through 
Sound, the Ruggers, are a movement, and passing. 
one of the goal posts; the 
group of ladies dedicated The game has often been 
to the sport of Rugby. This referred to as "organized game is played in two, 
fall, the group brought in chaos." The basics: the forty-minute halves. Fun 
a slew of new recruits, as ball may only be passed fact: the numbers on the 
well as the Tacoma Sirens sideways or backwards; 
jerseys of players mean 
Women's Rugby Football the ball may be carried 
Club to teach the new re- forward or kicked; points the position of the play-
emits the basics of the are scored when the ball er, unlike many sports. 
FENCING 
Fencing is a club on 
campus that allows a 
space for students to 
practice the sport. 
Eliot Childress, the 
President of the Fencing 
Club, says: "it not only 
lets us play with swords 
and creates excitement 
of facing someone in a 
duel, but it's mental and 
strategical challenge 
too." 
The amount of train-
ing that the club goes 
through in order to be-
come a successful fenc-
ing squad lasts hours. 
Henry, a fencer at the be-
ginning of his freshman 
year until now, says "it 
was something I had al-
ways kind of wanted to 
do, but I'd never really 
had the opportunity. To 
be honest, I was a lit-
tle apprehensive. I just 
wasn't sure if getting 
stabbed repeatedly with 
swords was as fun as it 
sounded. I discovered 
very quickly that fenc-
ing presented interesting 
psychological, physical 
and strategic challenges 
which I thoroughly en-
joyed. Fencing is now 
one of my favorite ways 
to exercise, and i would 
highly recommend sane-
tioned stabbing to any-
one even slightly inter-
ested. 
Their motto is perfect-
1 y catchy: "Hack Chop, 
Stab Slash" which draws 
upon key fencing terms. 
Lastly, Aidan, a regu-
lar at Fencing club says 
"fencing is a way to 
improve my body and 
mind in a way that builds 
strong friendships and 
is fun. Fencing requires 
not only strength, but 
also coordination and a 
sense of presence that 
translates to how I car-
ry myself in every day 
life. In addition to the 
physical benefits, fenc-
ing allows me to attempt 
to outsmart my oppo-
nent, which keeps my 
brain active. Fencing is 
an important part of my 
week at Puget Sound." 
Most members agree 
that their time at Puget 
Sound would not be the 
same without Fencing. 
It is wonderful that our 
school has the ability 
to endorse all differ-
ent types of sports, and 
clearly, fencing has a 
great future ahead. 
MEN'S RUGBY 
"We may start the season as teammates, but we end the year as brothers." 
Spotlight: Teague Wallace 
What are you particularly excit-
ed about this year? 
I am excited about all the new 
faces. Being a club sport, re-
cruiting is always an important 
aspect of the team. We had a 
lot of guys leave last year and 
didn't know exactly how that 
would affect our play. However, 
we got a strong group of recruits 
who will see plenty of playing 
time. I am looking forward to 
seeing the young guys grow as 
ruggers and men. 
How has playing shaped your We may start the season as 
college experience? teammates, but we end the year 
as brothers. 
I originally joined rugby be-
cause I wanted to stay in shape If you could play for any profes-
and keep a competitive edge. sional team, who would it be? 
Starting a new sport as a fresh-
man, I was not exactly sure how It would be nice to represent my 
I would fit in, but it was one of nation and play for the USA Ea-
the best decisions I made during gles, but ultimately I would love 
my four years here. There is to play for the New Zealand All 
something about taking the Blacks. They have been the most 
pitch [field] with 14 other guys dominant team in the league and 
and know you are in a battle to- it would be awesome to be a part 
gether. By joining rugby, I know of a team with such a strong tra-
1 have 30 guys I can depend on dition in the game. 
having my back with anything. 
SAILING 
The University of Puget Sound Sailing Team was 
founded in 2006, when a group of energetic stu-
dents decided to bring one of the greatest sports to 
our wonderful university. After several short stints 
and breaks, the team took on full form in the fall of 
2008 and has continued to build momentum ever 
since. Staring with just four to six sailors, the team 
has now evolved into a group of fifteen committed 
yachtsmen and women who compete throughout 
the Pacific Northwest and Southwestern Canada. 
The team participates in two regattas yearly: the 
first hosted by the University of Oregon in late Oc-
tober, and the second in Seattle in early November. 
SPOKEN WORD AND POETRY · 
Spoken word and poetry offers a unique and powerful way to translate 
intense and complex aspects of the human condition into incredibly ef-
fective pieces of art. This semester, SWAP club aimed to offer a creative 
community where people from all different backgrounds can come to-
gether and create poetry. They had two open mic nights in the Oppen-
heiner Cafe where you just sign up casually at the door. 
Aedin Wright states, "I find delivering a piece of spoken word to a room 
full of strangers to be the most effective way to work through the queries 
of my own human experience, and am deeply moved by watching other 
people perform and do the same." 
SIRGE 
The organization that gets the campus community talking about 
and interacting with issues of sexual violence. 
Sexuality Issues, Relationships, and This Fall, SIRGE coordinated Take 
Gender Education (SIRGE), is a new Back the Night, an event held eacli 
campus initiative, with the ambition year developed to "empower those who 
to get the campus community talking have felt powerless." TBTN includes " 
about and interacting with issues of march around campus and a speak-ou 1 
sexual violence. This year, a focus has geared to support victims of sexual vi-· 
been put on programming, since this is olence and make all participants knoV\1 
where discussions are facilitated. Coor- what it is to feel safe and powerful. Ad-· 
dinator Alex Keysselitz (' 18) explains ditionally, SIRGE sponsored the It's Or 
that "this year is really about getting Us Week of Action in October, and wel·· 
the campus and students aware of what corned the YWCA to host the Domesfo: 
SIRGE is and getting everyone more Violence Monologues. 
involved in these discussions ." 
Keysselitz explains that "sexual vio- If you are interested iii' SIRGE program-
lence doesn't discriminate, it affects ev- ming or wish to know more, visit www. 
eryone ... that is why it is so important to pugetsound.edu/sirge or contact sirge@ 
me." The root of the violence, she says, pugetsound.edu. Sexual Assault Vic-
is power and control. "To me it is so tim Advocates as well as avenues for 
important to understand that power and reporting can be found at http://www. 
control piece. It doesn't matter what pugetsound.edu/sexual-misconduct-re-
race, gender, socioeconomic class you source-center/. 
are. This is a universal problem. And as 
someone who has been personally ef-
fected by this violence I feel like it is 
my mission as a college student to do as 
much as possible to make sure that this 
doesn't happen to anyone else." 
UBIQUITOUS THEY 
Ubiquitous They (UT) is the name of the comedy troupe on campus. It has two different sections, 
Improv and Sketch. Jacquie Harro is the leader of improv, along with Molly Gregory. Alana Fine-
man and Elizabeth (Allie) Lawrence are the leaders of sketch. Their current members for improv 
are: Liam Schaaf, Michelle Bank, N alin Richardson, Emma Kelly, Hanna Brumley, Emily Martis, 
David Raftrey, Molly McClean, Molly Gregory, Jacquie Harro, Adam Chong, Allie Lawrence and 
John Giltner. 
Molly Gregory says that: UT strives to create a supportive, team-driven environment. This year, 
they're focussing on building trust within our team as well as finding new ways to engage in the 
improv community. They are learning several new forms, watching improv performances, and par-
ticipating in off campus events and competitions. To Molly and Jacquie, the improv leaders, improv 
means "creating a collaborative environment wherein they can create unique art that exists only in 
the moment. It also allows them to explore using their imaginations, and to live in worlds that are 
not our own." 
Alana, a leader of sketch, says: "When I first stumbled upon UT my sophomore year, I was strug-
gling with anxiety and was having a hard time connecting with other people and finding a place I 
belonged. Not only did the group give me my first home on campus, but it gave me one of the best 
ways to cope with my anxiety: comedy. Working with such talented comedians to write, direct, and 
act in our own sketch show every semester is so rewarding every time, and I always walk out feeling 
great about myself. I love to laugh and to make other people laugh, and UT allows me to literally set 
aside time every week to devote myself to just that." 
I know UPS would not be the same without this fantastic comedic group, and their amazingly funny 
reputation will be remembered always. 
RELAY FOR LIFE 
"Relay For Life has been an important event for me since 2005. I participate in Relay For Life be-
cause my family has been affected by cancer several times. My grandmother, grandfather, grandma, 
and mother have all fought cancer, and I lost my grandmother to breast cancer in 2000. I participate 
in Relay as my way of fighting back against cancer. I want to help find the cure for cancer so that 
I am never told and my children never have to hear that I have cancer or that anyone else they love 
has cancer. I want make cancer a thing of the past. I have also enjoyed being part of the process of 
making a Relay happen. Leading the planning committee last year was a lot of work but also very 
fun, and I am looking forward to another great year!" 
-Kyle Reinke, President 
ODYSSEY: 5 THINGS THAT HAPPEN YOUR FIRST 
WEEK BACK AT PUGET SOUND The UPS Odyssey was established in early 2016, to read more visit 
theodysseyonline.com/@universi-
ty-of-puget-sound. 
Article by Mallory Allen. 
Coming back to school after a summer away is always exciting, but I guarantee it's not as interesting 
as UPS. Here are some occurrences that are only available when returning to our beloved liberal arts 
college, The Puge. 
1. Seeing the two-ish people from your friend group that aren't from the Bay Area 
Odds are if you attend Puget Sound, you're probably from the Bay Area along with a majority of your 
cherished squad. Theres nothing better than seeing your friends from the East Coast, Mid-West, and 
Colorado. Because, let's face it, your 'baes' from the Bay Area are great, but you saw them multiple 
times this summer eating Dim Sum in San Fran. 
2. Realizing that Cellar pizza is not as good as you remembered it 
After being home and eating at all your favorite restaurants, its hard to go back to the SUB knowing 
just exactly how the scrambled eggs taste (are they really eggs? who knows). You'll likely flee to the 
cellar and be disappointed by the sub-par pizza and the 50 cent ranch cups that are impossible to dip 
in. But hey, at least you're not eating upstairs right? 
3. Trying to fit all of your stuff from last year's dorm into this year's residence, or trying to fill the empty 
space on your wall. 
What people don't tell you about college dorm rooms is that they change every year. Not only will 
you have to buy an overpriced storage unit over the summer, but your room will either be significantly 
smaller or larger than it was when you lived in the freshman dorms. Good luck making it work Log-
gers. 'Hack' those old decorations and 'Chop' everyone's expectations in half. 
4. Reliving the dreaded grass shortcut 
You're probably going to be late to class when you first arrive for your courses at the Puge, and because 
the weather is so nice you'll think, "Hey, I can just take a shortcut through one of Puget Sound's lovely 
green lawns". I hate to break it to you, but the sprinklers make the grass just as muddy as it is in the 
rainy season. Half of our tuition goes to the lawn, your should have seen this coming. 
5. Recognizing that Puget Sound is the place for you 
There's a reason you picked this school in the first place and despite it's quirks, you love it all the same. 
Buckle up for another ride on the Puget Sound roller-coaster and hold on tight. Welcome back to Ta-
HOME-a! (SUB eggs and all!) 
SPOON U IVERSITY: HOMEMADE SOFT PRETZELS 
Spoon University established a Puget Sound chapter in 2016, and has been sharing food and 
lifestyle articles ever since. For more information, visit pugetsound.spoonuniversity.com. 
Recipe by Annie Vela. 
Soft pretzels are definitely a crowd 
pleaser, and are certainly one of 
those things that when you get 
them right, those who eat them are 
always impressed. Trust me, the 
"wow, you actually made these!" 
and "teach me teach me!" cheers 
will come. They are definitely 
worth the wait and the effort. 
Ingredients 
5 cup flour 
1. 5 cup warm water 
0.5 cup warm milk 
2 teaspoon salt 
1.5 tablespoon yeast 
l teaspoon sugar 
5 tablespoon baking soda 
Butter ( for melting) 
Kosher sea salt 
Prep Time: 1 hour 30 minutes 
Cook Time: 15 minutes 
Total Time:1 hour and 45 minutes 
Servings:9 
1. Mix flour and salt together in one bowl, then add warm milk, 
warm water, and sugar together in another. 
2. Add yeast into warm milk/water/sugar mixture and stir slightly, 
wait until it becomes frothy. 
3. Pour yeast mixture into flour and salt, and mix together until a 
sticky dough forms. 
5. Pour the sticky dough onto a floured surface and knead. Add 
flour if you need to stop it from sticking. 
6. Form the dough into a ball once it is smooth and not sticky. 
7 .Place it in a lightly oiled bowl in warm place, covered in a damp 
towel until it doubles in size. This takes about an hour. 
8. Punch that dough. Just once, but yes, punch it. 
9. Cut the dough into 9 even pieces, and then roll them into a log 
on a lightly floured Sl!rface. 
10. Twist them into their signature pretzel shape ( or not, whatever 
shape you like) and place them on a baking sheet covered in parch-
ment paper. Let rest for 15 minutes. 
11. Add baking soda to boiling water, then carefully boil those 
puffy pretzel babes for about 1 minute, then put them back on their 
baking sheet home. While they're hot, brush butter and sprinkle 
salt on them. Try not to let any water back on that baking sheet or 
else when the pretzels bake they will be weirdly gooey. 
12. Bake them in a preheated oven at 500°F for 10 minutes. 
13. Remove when golden brown, let them cool for 5 minutes. It's 
hard to wait, so brush them with a little more butter and a little 
extra salt if you like 'em salty. 
14. Gobble them up before they're gone. 
ASUPS 2016-2017 
Equi(}; Accessibili(}; ./nclusio~ Justice, Community 
The 2016-2017 Associated 
Students of the University 
of Puget Sound brings an 
era of inclusivity and di-
versity along with a new 
staff of Executive Lead-
ers. This year's executive 
team wants people to feel 
connected with ASUPS. 
The overall goal is to 
make ASUPS feel like an 
accessible resource to all 
students on campus. This 
year, ASUPS is hoping 
that other students to feel 
like they have peers on 
their side to help answer 
questions or concerns they 
may have with the uni-
versity, or to help imple-
ment their project ideas on 
campus. In order to make 
sure students are heard, 
the team is putting forth 
the idea of better commu-
nication between ASUPS 
and the UPS community. 
This year's main goal is 
to make sure the campus 
is trying its hardest to be 
100% inclusive. Tony Ca-
labrese-Thomas, Director 
of Marketing and Out-
reach says, "I really hope 
people see that our exec-
utive team was excited by 
the challenge of search-
ing for ways that ASUPS 
could improve on its 
fronts of equity, accessi-
bility, community, justice, 
and inclusion as an institu-
tion. I hope that our work 
lays a groundwork for 
future programming and 
shows both students and 
our administrative bodies 
that anti-oppressive and 
actively inclusive work 
is worth the challenge of 
breaking away from what 
we have always done. I 
hope that we only help in 
furthering a campus cli-
mate of love and inclusion 
at Puget Sound." The fu-
ture of ASUPS is strong 
and ready for anything the 
University throws at them. 
The ASUPS Executive team is comprised of six major roles: 
President, Vice President, Director of Marketing and Outreach, 
Director of Business Services, Director of Technology Services, 
and Director of Student Interests. This year's staff: Noah Lum-
bantobing, Lydia Bauer, Tony Calabrese-Thomas, Lauren Griffin, 
Andrew McPherran, and Peyton Anstine. The picture above is the 
Executive Team in their recent game of baseball with Dean Mike 
Segawa. 
PHI DELTA HETA 
Spotlight: President Andrew Dunn 
I joined for. .. The brotherhood. Phi Delts are every-
where on campus whether that be in sports, ASUPS, 
IFC, Peer Allies, etc. This brotherhood is every-
where. I know if I walk into any room with a Phi 
Delt I know they have my back. 
Being President is... stressful and rewarding. You 
know everything that is going on with the house, in 
and out. As president, you make real life choices that 
affect 100 people., but he beauty of the position is 
being able to leave behind a legacy that will be re-
membered as long as the fraternity stands. 
My favorite Phi Delt memozy is ... bid night. When 
you join this brotherhood, the boys welcome you 
with open arms and lift you up over the crowd ram-
paging with excitement. This brotherhood is an ex-
perience unlike any other. 
BETA THETA Pl 
Beta devotes energy to developing men of principle, 
for a principled life. Their philanthropic involvment 
largely focuses on the Beta Theta Pi foundation, a 
national organization that promotes the educational 
mission and goals of the fraternity. However, that is 
not where involvement ends. Members have volun-
teered at the Puget Sound Creek Restoration Soci-
ety, fundraised for Rebuilding Hope Sexual Assault 
Center in Pierce country, and participated in Walk a 
Mile in Her Shoes. To members, an integral part of 
Beta life is taking intentional time to build broth-
erhoods, foster close relationships and maintain the 
standards of a Beta man. 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
Known as SAE on campus, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
prides itself on being a fraternity where bonds and 
friendships are formed, and boys become men. Their 
philanthropic partner is Children's Miracle Network 
Hospitals, but in the Tacoma community they do 
many projects with restoration, tree replanting, and 
the WalkAMile In Her Shoes campaign. SAE mem-
bers are heavily involved on campus, from being 
orientation leaders, to leadership roles within many 
different clubs on campus, mebers are hardworking 
individuals, leaving their mark on the UPS campus, 
and the Tacoma community. 
SIGMA CHI 
The Puget Sound chapter of Sigma Chi is focused 
this year on developing new programming and 
strengthening the brotherhood within the chapter. 
~-
This Fall, a significant portion of time will be spent 
on fundraiing for the St. Baldrick's Foundation 
for Childhood Cancer Research. In November, the 
chapter hosted their annual event which involved 
members shaving their head in front of the campus 
community. President Matty Specht, asked about 
his experience with Sigma Chi, explains that he is 
thankful for "the support that [his] brothers have 
provided," adding that they continue to push him 
towards his goals. He adds that he is "exeptionally 
proud" of the chapter's philanthropic, academic and 
personal growth. "At the end of the day," he says, "I 
know Sigma Chi will be there to push me to be the 
best I can during and after my time at UPS." 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
For President Rachel Gillespie, Gamma Phi Beta 
has served as a tremendous opportunity for growth. 
She explains that "being surrounded by a ton of 
brilliant, motivated, and confident women has im-
proved my life tremendously." This semester, the 
house has put their efforts into philanthropic work 
to support Girls on the Run, a foundation aimed at 
empowering young women and girls. In October, 
the house hosted a Dance-a-Thon to raise funds for 
the organization. 
Gillespie adds that the women of Gamma Phi Beta 
"have shown [her] that it's not only okay to stand up 
and say what you believe in, but that you have an 
obligation to yourself to do so." 
ALPHA PHI 
Alpha Phi works closely with the Alpha Phi Foun-
tation, which funds investments and research for 
women's cardiac care. They host several philan-
thropic events like the Red Dress Gala and Alpha 
Phifa throughout the year on campus to raise money 
for the Alpha Phi Foundation. Alpha Phi prides itself 
on being a sisterhood of outstanding women who 
support one another in lifelong achievment. The 
members of Alpha Phi are excited to be constantly 
finding life long friendships, and being able to take 
such postive care of themselves and those around 
them. Their sisterhood is a strong presence in their 
hearts, and on our campus. 
Pl BETA PHI 
This year, Pi Beta Phi took the Greek Week trophy 
home as champions, showing how powerful their 
sisterhood is. As one of their key values, sisterhood 
really shone through in their victory. They are a very 
enthusiastic group revolved around friendship. 
In addition to their victory, Pi Phi decided to in-
crease their service hour goals as a way to show their 
commitment to philanthropy. 
Mikayla Hougan explains, "Pi Phi has defined my 
college experience completely. I love being a mem-
ber of an organization full of such strong and in-
credible women--as cheesy as it sounds, my sisters 
inspire me every day". 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
Kapp_~ Alpha Theta nationally and within the Delta 
Iota chapter, strive to embody their motto: Leading 
Women! This semester Theta members continued to 
support each other with events to highlight scholas-
tic achievement, self-care and empowering women. 
They chapter was ecstatic to welcome 6 new mem-
bers into Theta through informal recruitment All of 
campus was invited to Theta's fall singature philan-
thropy, Rock the CASA, a benefit concert featuring 
local and UPS-alumn popular mucis artists. Theta 
sisters continue to spread support and encourage-
ment around their community. 


Roster 
Erik Anderegg 
Stuart Brown 
Andrew Budge 
Paul Butera 
Mason Culbertson 
Maclyn Curley 
Sergio Espinoza 
Douglas F oumet 
Sam Friedman 
John Gillott 
Alex Klein 
Jacob Kwasman 
Ryder Marsden 
Constanza Moreno 
Martinez 
Jamie Mullan 
Kavan Ossentjuk 
Benjamin Papadopou-
los 
Griffin Pontius 
Jacob Vann 
MEN'S CREW 
The Charlie Brown Regatta was the only 
competition in the fall for the Loggers, as 
the American Lake Fall Classic was can-
celled due to weather. However, the men 
showed strong placing first in the eight 
man and four man races at the Charlie 
Brown Regatta The Loggers look to build 
off last year's success as the Spring sea-
son approaches. Last Spring, the Logger 
four took home the bronze in the WIRA 
and the crew team earned the Cascade 
Cup title. With six scheduled meets in 
the Spring, the Loggers will undoubtedly 
continue their streak of excellence. 
Roster 
Jordan Aronson 
Emma Burns 
Natalie Coney 
Kelsey Craig 
Shelby Cundiff 
Sydney Doneen 
Lucy Douglas 
Anna Dunlap 
Olivia Erickson 
Marites Exume 
Karah Gebhard 
Hailey Greer 
Sarah Griffin 
Lilie Gross 
Madeline Harris 
Lilly Herman 
Kayla Hipp 
Alexia Ingerson 
Zuri Johnson 
Alexandra Keysselitz 
Eden Krolopp 
Hannah Lehman 
Erin MacDonald 
Erin Malooly 
Bailey McBride 
Dina Mustakim 
Nihal Mustakim 
Lily O'Connor 
Meaghanne O 'Flaherty 
Allison Parton 
Audrey Potash 
Hadley Reine 
Emily Schuelein 
Becky Shelton 
Marissa Stafford 
Audra Tromly 
Jacqueline Van Ardenne 
Calli Vasatka 
Lilian Wang 
Lauren Wright 
WOMEN'S CREW 
The women's crew team is poised for an excit-
ing Spring, with their one Fall meet, the Charlie 
Brown Regata, ending in a victory for the var-
sity , eight. Beyond performance on the water, 
the Loggers find success in the classroom. Last 
year, seven student athletes were named CRCA 
Scholar-Athletes, a testament to the multifacet-
ed nature of the team. This year, the Loggers 
are ready for another fruitful season with pre-
season polls predicting them to finish third in 
the NWC. Six scheduled meets in the Spring 
will give the Loggers an opportunity to meet, or 
exceed, this prediction. 
FOOTBALL 
"We have been getting better and better every year and are ready 
to keep moving forward. " 
Spotlight: Hans Fortune 
My favorite moment of the season so far has 
been... beating Occidental. The past two years 
we had really close games. We lost by 2 in my 
first start here two years ago and lost by 5 last 
year at home. Occidental has always played us 
tough and did again this year when we won 49-42. 
It was also pretty cool that I set record for total 
yards in a game and our offense set record for 
most offensive yards in a game. 
I'm excited for. .. everything this year, especial-
ly conference games to start. The attitude has 
changed a lot since I first showed up here my 
Freshman year following two winless seasons, it 
is very positive and we completely believe in our-
selves to compete with every team we face. We 
have been getting better and better every year and 
are ready to keep moving forward and build off of 
last year's success. 
Playing football in college has .... been the most 
important thing I have done for my college experi-
ence. It has provided me a great group of friends 
and also challenged me in school by stressing time 
management and the balance between school and 
football. It is also what brought me into Greek 
life here where I would say joining Phi Delt is the 
second best thing I did. Football has also helped 
me develop many skills like a good work ethic 
and how to handle tough situations under pres-
sure. 
If I could play for any professional team it would 
be ... the Seahawks. I grew up in Washington and 
have been a Hawks fan for as long as I can re-
member. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Spotlight: Senior Josh Sonico 
My favorite moment of this season has been ... going down to northern 
California. Each win was unique and satisfying. It was also great get-
ting some California rays before the PNW gloom. 
I'm excited that ... I get to play another day with this great group of 
guys. 
Playing soccer in college has ... created challenges in terms of time 
management but also taught me life lessons I wouldn't get from getting 
an education alone. 
If I could play for any professional team it would be ... Real Madrid. Be-
ing able to learn/play with all those great players is something a player 
in my position can only dream of. 
Roster 
Robert Jorgensen 
Skye Guegan 
Brandon Reyes 
Malcolm Major 
Nathan Otto 
Ari Taublieb 
Dane Schatz 
Cameron Lorek 
Stefan Jensen 
Benjamin Whitham 
Luke Murdock 
Zac Lokay 
Vincent Von Luehrte 
Sam Gonzalez 
Chet Selis 
Jacob Palmer 
Nolan Haver 
Josh Sonico 
Jack Waugh 
Ian Hamel 
Kian Evans 
Brandon Gonzalez 
Tristan Stevenson 
Ezra Kraus 
VOLLEYBALL 
Roster: 
Kayla Thaller 
Riley Lawrence 
Shari-Lynn Hayashi 
Moira McVicar 
Rachael Garrison 
Shelby Kantner 
Katie Rice 
Hannah Stinson 
Rita Dexter 
Kristen Miguel 
Maggie Van Weele 
Kristen Lane 
Erika Smith 
Madie Lage 
Renee Kenneally 
With winning conference as the main goal, the UPS volleyball team strives 
to play with passion, maintain a growth mindset, and make their gym a 
"bubble of happiness" every day that supports their success all season. 
Kristen Lane shares, "UPS volleyball is about constant improvement 
in many dimensions: getting stronger, playing smarter, being a better 
teammate. We play to satisfy our competitive streaks, as a group of peo-
ple relentlessly chasing a common goal is nearly unstoppable. We also 
play for camaraderie, because it makes winning that much sweeter". 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
"We've done so much preparation that at this point we just had to trust our 
training and do what we love." 
Spotlight: Grayson Williams-Krebs 
My favourite moment of this season so far. .. was probably after our last preseason game when we won 5-2. Every 
person on the team got to play, we had different people score, and we just ended a great preseason. I think that's 
when we kind of showed people that we were going to be good this year, despite the adversity we faced. And it 
got us excited to start conference play. 
For this year, I'm excited just to play our game- to score more goals than the other team and win games. We've 
done so much preparation that at this point we just had to trust our training and do what we love. I'm excited to 
show people that we're a strong program. 
Playing soccer at Puget Sound ... has completely shaped my college experience. Being a student-athlete you 
don't have the normal "college experience," you don't have the luxury of going places on the weekend, pro-
crastinating of homework, or the flexibility of a schedule; you have to be disciplined and committed. But I've 
learned life skills that can't be taught in the classroom, made some life long friends, and got to continue playing 
a sport I love. 
If I could play for any professional team, it would be ... FC Barcelona. But I'd play for the Portland Thoms, too-
nothing beats a Portland atmosphere. 
Roster: 
Jamie Lange 
Emily Prasil 
Maggie Decena 
Val Reinhardt 
Lura Morton 
CeAnn Romanaggi 
Elizabeth McGraw 
Veronica Chung 
Samantha Lilly 
Elisabeth Webber 
Gabbie Berg 
Annie Prickett 
Sarah Morscheck 
Kendra Elderkin 
Sierra Scott 
Tayla MacPherson 
Jacquelyn Anderson 
Bailey Edwards 
Erin Brosnan 
Emmy Owens 
Grayson Wil-
liams-Krebs 
Emma Donckels 
Jackie Dierdorff 
Kelley Emory 
Sarah Whitehead 
Paulina Thrasher 
Lauren Thomas 
Jess Tierney 
Tess Peppis 
CHEER 
The UPS cheer team 
supports the UPS athlet-
ic community by cheer-
ing for all home football 
and basketball games. 
The team is constant-
ly learning new cheers, 
dances, and stunts in an 
attempt to better enter-
tain spectators and cheer 
on the athletes. 
Rebecca Zeglovitch, a 
member of the cheer 
squad smce freshman 
year, states "I joined 
cheer during my fresh-
man year, because I had people, and now that I'm 
been on dance team in a senior, I have enjoyed 
high school and I knew leading the team in a 
that I wanted to continue 6hallenging and reward-
to be a part of a team in ing way." 
college. Tryouts lasted 
a week and every day The cheer team has been 
that I came back I got at every football game 
better and better, and they can, which is where 
really enjoyed learning you can always iden-
the cheers and dances. tify their spirited yells 
Once I made the team, about a first down, danc-
it was a great place to es that are in time with 
make friends and sup- the pep band, and even 
port our athletic commu- their members jumping 
nity. Cheer has opened up and and down with 
me up to meeting new smiles on their faces in 
the rain. 
The cheer team is not 
only a great outlet for 
exercises and an excuse 
to watch every football 
game, but also a place 
that fosters friendships. 
With practices that last 
2-3 hours on average 
and workout routines, 
the cheer team is de-
termined and devoted 
to spreading joy at dif-
ferent Logger sporting 
events. 
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NATE HESS 
When I visited, I knew UPS was the school for me. 
Nathan Hess (known as Nate to his friends 
and acquaintances) is a new student, this se-
mester, a member of the class of 2020. He's 
from Arlington, VA, loves Ultimate Frisbee, 
and directs the stage in his free time. He's 
planning on majoring in Biology, but also 
open to new possibilities: "who knows what 
will happen?" 
What made you want to come to Puget Sound? 
I wanted to come to Puget Sound for a few 
reasons: I knew I wanted to be on the West 
Coast because I like it more. When I visited 
I automatically knew that UPS was the place 
for me. 
Whats been the best thing about being on 
campus so far? 
The best part of being on Campus would 
probably be all of the friends I've made from 
my classes and from the extracurricular activ-
ities I do! 
How long have you been playing ultimate 
frisbee? 
I've been playing Ultimate Frisbee since 7th 
Grade. My hometown has very established 
Middle and High School ultimate programs. 
Why is Ultimate Frisbee important to you? 
Ultimate frisbee is important to me because 
the community is so tight knit. The sport has 
an element to it called Spirit of The Game, 
which basically encourages sportsmanship 
and fair play, it encourages respect and friend-
ship between players on opposite teams even 
in the most competitive moment. It is a really 
special thing. 
You were a director in Town Crier Speaks. 
What was different about TCS from other 
directing experiences you 've had, and what 
made you want to direct in TCS? 
Town Crier Speaks festival had a level of 
Tech that was lower than I am used to honest-
ly, in high school I had the entire tech theater 
class under my belt as a tool to do whatever I 
wanted with my show, This was not like that 
at all. I was given creative liberties in both 
'high school and Town Crier festival that were 
very nice to have. 
What do you think makes Puget Sound differ-
ent from the other schools you applied to? 
I don't know what makes Puget Sound differ-
ent, honestly. The vibe is just really different 
than say, Lewis and Clark. I think the way 
that the school encourages us to form a com-
munity is really nice. 


NICK LOUIE 
Why did you come to UPS? 
The website was easy to navigate compared to other 
college websites; I could find all the information I 
needed quickly. Also, they give me some money. I 
applied early, so while everyone else was stressing I 
was done December 15th. 
What is your favorite and least favorite part of our 
university? 
My favorite part has to be passages, and the first 
four months of UPS. My least favorite part is the 
administration and conduct processes. The gaslight-
ing of non-liberal views bugs me. 
How has UPS shaped you? 
My cold tolerance has gotten better. I realize this is 
probably what public high school is like. My LGT-
BQ vocabulary has increased. Also, my flannel col-
lection doubled in size. 
What are your life aspirations? 
I am all about that pursuit of happiness. That about 
sums it up. 
A Day in the Life ... 
I wake up with great anticipation of many good 
things. . . then I decide which classes I will go to 
that day, based on whether I want breakfast and 
my overall energy level. Then, I freestyle with lo-
cal youths to teach them about being a good citizen 
and going to college. Mastering new skills - I like 
to draw and do art. I like to bike and longboard. I 
usually do some soul searching throughout the day, 
if we are going to be real here. I like to engage in 
shenanigans with my housemates - I feel everyone 
does that but it is so necessary. Resisting tempta-
tions is something I do everyday. I spend a decent 
amount of time listening to music. The couch is 
where ! spend the last hour of my night, stimulating 
my mind with various forms of media. To clarify, it 
is n;iainly nature documentaries. 
MALOY MOORE 
Maloy Moore is currently a sophomore here at 
Puget Sound. She was a Passages leader and is 
involved in many things on campus, including be-
ing the founder of the club that does needlecraft-
ing for charity. 
Q: What are you involved in around campus and 
what do you find rewarding about those things? 
A: The most important thing I do around campus 
would be my involvement with Peer Allies. Ev-
eryone deserves to be heard and validated, and 
helping create that space for people dealing with 
sexual assault and intimate partner violence is the 
thing I am most passionate about. 
I am the President of the Needlecrafts for Charity 
club, and it's really amazing to connect through 
creation. I never really considered myself an artist 
before I discovered knitting, and I'm continually 
amazed by how many different projects are possi-
ble. My goal is to someday knit a sweater, and so 
far I can make hats and scarves. 
I am also part of Q&A as this year's treasurer, 
a member of the Campus Cursive community, a 
member of Hiveminders (the bee-keeping club),, 
part of the Civic Engagement Pathway, a member 
of Wixen (women and intersectional feminism), 
and I work at the library. There are many places of 
campus that I'm still excited to explore. 
Q: What was the Passages experience like for you, 
and how was it different from being a passagee? 
A: It's impossible to compare one passages ex-
perience to another, even that of a passagee to a 
passages _ leader. Every group is different, and has 
different strengths and challenges. Logistically, it 
was different for me to stay at Camp Parsons in-
stead of leaving for an trip (I went overnight-ca-
noeing as a freshman) . 
Honestly, if I would have left for an out-of-camp 
trip this year, I don't know where I would have 
found the energy. By the last day ( after being at 
camp for 8 days) I literally fell asleep mid-con-
versation. And I do mean that literally. The enor-
mous amount of energy it takes to be a passages 
leader is a lower order consideration in compari-
son to all I gained from the experience. I met so 
many new and wonderful people, both in the lead-
er community and with the first years. Somewhat 
surprisingly, I also learned a lot about myself. I'm 
still discovering more every day, and I hope I nev-
er stop. 
I've never really considered myself full of school 
spirit, leaning more towards an optimistic but 
cynical perspective. A contradicting mix. But get-
ting to introduce a whole new group of people to 
a place I call my home? That changed something 
in me, and made me really proud to go to Puget 
Sound. It sounds like the cheesiest thing ever, but 
when I was in the bleachers that first week listen-
ing to President Crawford and the other speakers, 
I felt proud. 
To note on the speeches given, they were all 
wonderful. But one specifically stood out to me, 
and I would appreciate this chance to reflect on 
it. When Noah, our student body president, was 
speaking, I honestly felt like I could achieve any-
thing. I want to embrace his message that coming 
to school with a certain kind of knowledge does 
not mean that anyone is done growing. While I 
came to school knowing a few things about gen-
der and sexuality politics ( even though I'm no 
master), I need to purposefully engage with race 
now, and for the rest of my life. I urge anyone 
reading this ( especially other white people) to en-
gage with identities that may be uncomfortable. 
Self care is also important. 
Q: What's the best thing you've had happen to 
you here? 
A: My favorite structured moment was the Mary 
Lambert concert last year. She's an artist that 
sings about queerness and mental health, and 
that's really inspirational to me. Towards the end 
of the show, she called couples up to dance and 
sang her part from the Macklemore song. I know, 
it's a ridiculous song, but I teared up watching a 
bunch of happy queer people dancing together. 
The best moments for me are the unexpected 
ones that you can never plan. These usually hap-
pen after midnight, although not exclusively. One 
time, working late in the library, about one thirty 
in the morning, someone from Staff came down 
to the Info desk with a cookie-tray stacked with 
aloe-vera plants. She was going to toss them out, 
so I volunteered to give them a home. I was a 
proud parent of five aloes, and I gave three of 
them out over the rest of the year to people who 
needed an emotional boost. It was such an unex-
pected thing, and it made me so happy, and I was 
glad to .. share that happiness elsewhere. 
Q: What do you think comes out of choosing to go 
to school here/why did you come to The Puge? 
A: I've found friends on campus that I hope to 
make a part of the rest of my life. I'm still work-
ing on finding my passions, my humor, and my 
humility. Puget Sound is definitely a stepping 
stone to get to whatever my future holds. 
JAKE ASHBY 
"Hacks II Chops" 
Jake Ashby stum- football 2 year starter Education. He attri- him thrive. I know 
bled into my life in on the center offensive butes some of his best my life would not be 
my junior year, and line. When an injury friendships with the same had I not 
in just two years he prevented him from Zach Miller and Joey met Jake Ashby, and I 
has showed me what continuing to play, Randazzo - to his time know that I am not the 
it means to be a great he assumed an assis- in Beta that allowed only one that he made 
friend, and even more tant coach-esque roll. these friendships to a lasting impact on in 
just a genuinely won- Jake is also a member grow. Between be- the UPS community. 
derful person. Jake is of Beta Theta Pi, as a ing in the BLP, on the Thank you for being 
a Business Leadership founding father in the Football team, and a who you are and giv-
Program and Econom- spnng of freshman member of Beta Theta ing so much to this 
ics double major. He year. From there he Pi, Jake has surround- community. 
is a course assistant has gone on to serve as ed himself with caring 
for economics under Vice President of Re- individuals that soak 
direct order by Peter cruitment to Vice Pres- up his positive ener-
Sullivan, and he was a ident of New Member gy and love watching -Annie Vela 
Lauren Griffin has played a key role in my life since I was lucky enough to meet her. She has 
accomplished so much in her time here at UPS. A member of the class of 2017, Lauren has been 
the Director of Business Services for ASUPS, the Personal and Chapter Enrichment Chairwom-
an in Gamma Phi Beta, The Director of Finance and Scholarship for the Panhellenic Council, a 
member of the Senior Class Gift Committee, a member of Phi Eta Sigma and Order of Omega, 
Lauren's list of extracurriculars does not end. That being said, Lauren has been so much more to 
me than a list. She is so much more than the things that she has accomplished because what you 
don't see in her credentials is her unwavering sense offrienship, loyalty and care. As a member of 
Gamma Phi Beta, Lauren says "being involved in G Phi has drastically altered my life. I wasn't 
planning on going through recruitment but when I did, I found so much more than a chapter 
of women whom I admired, I also found a home." It was being in greek life that empowered 
Lauren to be confident in herself and her capabilities, that lead her to try so many things and 
be in so many extracurriculars. I know that I am lucky enough to have had the honor of being 
Lauren's friend, and I know that this campus would not be the same without her. - Annie Vela 
LAUREN GRIFFIN 

RACHEL TANOUE 
Rachel Tanoue, a member of Kappa Alpha Theta, where she the ASUPS Senate Secreatary 
the class of 2017, calls Aiea, has served as Chief Adminis- since her Freshman year. 
Hawai'i home. The love for her trative Officer and Chief Mar-
home state has led to her in- keting Officer. "It's the people 
volvement in the Hawai'i club who make it what it is," she ex-
at Puget Sound, where this year plains, and even as people grow 
she is the Chair of Planning for and change, the Theta values 
the annual Luau. She describes hold the community together. 
On a rainy day, she can likely 
be found in one of two moods: 
either highly productive and 
cleaning her house, or in bed 
with hot chocolate and You-
Hawai'i club as a "home-y "It's all about celebrating dif- Tube videos. And when asked 
comfort" and that those who ferences," she adds. On top of 
are involved are connected by a her extra-curriculars, Rachel 
love of Hawai' i as well as simi- also works at the new Lillis 
lar values and upbringings. Cafe ( and was a team member 
As a Biology major with a Bio-
ethics emphasis, Rachel ex-
plains that her favorite class she 
has taken is Genetics, but that 
she "hates microscopes." Ra-
chel is also a proud member of 
at the Cellar for three years be-
fore this). Her favorite smoothie 
is the Peachy Date, explaining 
that it tastes just like peach cob-
bler. She also writes as a blog-
ger for the Office of Communi-
cations, and she has served as 
what color crayon she would 
be, she chose cerulean blue, like 
the ocean. "It is both calm and 
rough, and full of life. The sky, 
too, is blue. It's full and emp-
ty at the same time, but never 
lonely." 
ROSS MULHAUSEN 
After the centennial anniversary of UPS in 1988, 
Ross Mulhausen, a freelance photographer at the time, 
joined the school community. Some of his work is cur-
rently displayed in a variety of places including the 
banners in the new Athletes and Aquatic Center, UPS 
website and the Arches Magazine. 
Ross photographs both small and large events all 
around campus from student performances to orienta-
tion requested by every department. It seems like there 
is always something big going on such as commemo-
rations, collaborations or new insights in the world of 
academia. 
One aspect that Ross enjoys about his position is his 
unspoken relationship with those he photographs. 
While Ross may be a strang~r, there is a comfortable-
ness in others that silently acknowledges permission 
for their picture to be taken. Ross has grown confident 
in covering events with many strangers. His goal is to 
present a positive reflection of people and always asks 
himself if there is anything he can improve on. 
Ross stated, "I'm flattered when students recognize 
me and call me by my name". When Ross travels, he 
often bumps into people associated with UPS whether 
it is an alumnus, faculty, staff or students. UPS may 
have a small campus, but Ross has watched the UPS 
network expand in the last few decades. 

KITTREDGE GALLERY 
Originally known as Kittredge mer UPS professor. In addition, 
Hall, the building on the east side summer resident's work was dis-
of campus was in fact the first stu- played around the gallery. In Oc-
dent union building. It was con- tober, the Past and Present Faculty 
structed in 1941 and named after Exhibition opened, and over the 
John M. Kittredge, whose <laugh- winter the gallery will be home 
ter Grace left a cash bequest to the to the Alumni Exhibition and an 
college for a building "helpful to Art History Alumni Colloquium. 
young people." Today, Kittredge In the spring, the student-curated 
serves as the fine arts building, and exhibition of Abby Williams Hill 
houses two public art galleries. paintings opens. 
The gallery has long served as a 
"teaching tool" for the Puget Sound 
Art & Art History Departm~nt, as 
well as supporting the university 
as a whole. Kittredge has a strong 
history of exhibitions and artist 
talks, and continues to contribute 
to the broader cultural community 
of the Pacific Northwest. 
This fall, the gallery hosted the 
Bill Colby Retrospective exhibi-
tion, featuring the work of a for-
Top: Kittredge Hall Student Center in 1947. 
Bottom: Students outside Kittredge in 1943. 

THE SLATER MUSEUM 
The Slater Museum of Natural History was founded in 1930 as the 
Puget Sound Museum of Natural History. Though it was established 
as a collection of reptiles and amphibians by James R. Slater, the mu-
seum is now a well-curated collection of specimens used for research 
and education. 
This Fall, the museum is interested in expanding their visibility on 
campus, in order to ensure that all UPS students know about the Slat-
er and the opportunities that it offers. All members of the community 
are encouraged to visit, whether you have an interest in natural his-
tory, museum collections, science-based art or museum work. Ad-
ditionally, the museum is collecting feedback on an incredible new 
insect collection: last year the Slater received a donation of hundreds 
of preserved insects, and has been showcasing them at events around 
town and on campus. The Slater'sAmeriCorps member, Martha Cer-
da, has been working on fostering the Nature in the Classroom pro-
gram, offered to fourth and fifth grade students throughout the Puget 
Sound area. 
The Night at the Museum Event was hosted in October, and gave 
visitors an inside look at the research and teaching specimins that 
make up the Slater. Drawing Night was held in November, welcom-
ing community members to draw some of the museum's specimens. 
Senior docents Sarah Mueller and Megan Reich agree that working 
at the Slater Museum has been "an enriching experience." Mueller 
explains that "it's a place of not only research and education, but 
inspiration... vital to our understanding" of environmental issues. 
Reich adds that she is "always learning something new from [her] 
peers within the supportive atmosphere of Slater, and it has been a 
privilege to work with them." 
COLLINS MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
Collins Memorial Library is the predominant place of study and inquiry on campus. 
No other building holds such a diverse set of majors and interests, all pursuing the 
common goal of knowledge. Collins was built in 1954, with new additions complet-
ed in 1974 and 2000. The building is named for former trustee Everell S. Collins, 
and support from the Collins family continues today. Many of the tables and chairs 
throughout the library were in fact custom built for the building from Collins' Lumber. 
Research starts at Collins with a team of wonderful librarians dedicat-
ed to different majors. Without these superheroes, research would near im-
possible. Come finals week, Collins Memorial stays up with its stu-
dents, encouraging them to solve the last equation or write the last line. 
Collins Memorial goes beyond the typical college library. Stumble in at the right time 
and you could find a trio of harpists playing. Or perhaps you find yourself lost in 
one of their featured art and special collections exhibits. The wide array of fine arts 
featured in the library engage students in subjects far beyond what they are study-
ing. This extra stimulation proves invaluable when studying becomes difficult. 
------------------------------- -
KUPS RADIO PLAVLISTS 
Curated by Hip-Hop Music Director Graeme Bainbridge 
Playlist#l 
Monday's Worst I Black Milk 
Enjoy (West Coastin') ft. Kendrick Lamar, Murs, & Warren G / 9th Wonder 
U 47 / Your Old Droog 
Mirror ft. Earl Sweatshirt / Samiyam 
Sweet Nothings / Roe Marciano 
Black Magic / Jonwayne 
Well Running Deep / Quelle Chris 
I Can Do No Wrong / Guilty Simpson & Apollo Brown 
Pimp Hand ft. Freddie Gibbs I The Purist 
Kicking Hand / rorange & Jeremiah Jae 
Day 1125 / Dr. Yenlo 
What it's Worth / Black Milk 
KUPS RADIO PLAVLISTS 
Curated by Hip-Hop Music Director Graeme Bainbridge 
Playlist #2: Tacoma Hip-Hop 
KINGSCUT I ILLFIGHTYOU 
Might / Sean Brooks 
HEADBANG I PEASANTBOYS 
Even If / Clemm Rishad 
Crumble & Roll / B.A~ The Scribe 
Mobbin in My Chains / King Leez 
Forgive Me God / Yodi Mac 
Killswitch / Sleep Steady 
In Da Bape ft. Slug Christ / Ghoulavelii 
Scumbag / Crimewave 
THREATS I ILLFIGHTYOU 
THE COMMUNITY GARDEN 
A community that eliminates the idea of a campus bubble. 
As part of Harvest Pierce what it means to be part the students who work in 
County, the UPS Commu- of a community. The club the garden get to take home 
nity Garden is a group of is a space for individuals the veggies they grow. 
people dedicated to sus- to come together to "share Herbs are also provided to 
tainability and community knowledge and love for all the Diner in order to allow 
outreach. The garden offers aspects of gardening." The all students the opportunity 
free and donation-based garden and its subsequent to enjoy the fruits of the la-
harvest parties. The mis- club are open to everyone bor of fellow classmates. 
sion of the group is to give and is entirely student-run. 
an example of community The garden is also intend-
outreach and sustainability ed for educational ·garden-
throughout the UPS com- ing, learning, and interests 
munity, offering harvest regarding all things nature. 
parties and produce mar- Classes involving first to 
kets regularly. The goal of fourth years use the space 
the group is to get the cam- as a means for hands-on 
pus involved in with the learning, as well as a space 
garden and to expereince to learn new things. All of 
The Puget Sound Community Garden's entrance is as open as 
its mission. The bright red doors and welcome sign offer up a 
sense of community that you can find no where else on campus. 
The vegetables grown here are all student-cared for and are a 
delicious addition to the Diner's meals. The harvest parties allow 
students, staff, and faculty to enjoy all of the work the students 
have put into the garden and inspire people to join every day. 
SUSTAINABILITY SERVICES 
Have you ever wondered who handles the sustainable 
disposal of what we throw away? 
Sustainability Services, a 
branch of Facilities Services, 
is an organization almost en-
tirely student-run that ded-
icates its time and effort to 
making sure we, as Loggers, 
are living sustainably. 
The program was initially es-
tablished to take care of recy-
cling, but since its start, it has 
adapted to help Logger soci-
ety divert waste through the 
proper channels to keep our 
campus living green. 
Those familiar signs that tell 
us which can to put our recy-
cling in, or what to do with 
our cardboard boxes are a 
large part of the work Sustain-
ability Services does. They 
process all of that waste that 
goes in there, as well as redi-
rect more unusual trash items 
we tend not to think about, 
like styrofoam, furniture, or 
batteries. 
Puget Sound has a strong 
commitment to being a sus-
tainable campus, and Sustain-
ability Services makes it their 
goal to support that. The pro-
gram even spends time cam-
paigning for responsible recy-
cling and trash management 
off campus. 
To create a sense of commu-
nity inside the program in 
order to foster the best envi-
ronment for developing more 
ways to help the campus, Sus-
tainability Services promotes 
intelligence and a friendly 
environment, as well as off er 
opportunities to show leader-
ship and to grow as a group. 
If there's ever any uncertainty 
about how to properly dispose 
of a particular material not 
already covered by the signs 
near disposal areas, Sustain-
ability Services is happy to 
help. 
! 

TIME CAPSULE 
Top Songs of 2016: 
Closer by The Chainsmokers ft. Halsey 
Heathens by twenty I one I pilots 
Let Me Love You by DJ Snake ft. Justin Beiber 
Treat You Better by Shawn Mendez 
This is What You Came for by Calvin Harris ft. Rihanna 
We Don't Talk Anymore by Charlie Puth ft. Selena Gomez 
CAN'T STOP THE FEELING by Justin Timberlake 
I Took A Pill in Ibiza by Mike Posner 
Cake by the Ocean by DNCE 
Me Too by Meghan Trainor 
Top Books of 2016: 
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child 
StrengthsFinder 2.0 
Oh, The Places You'll Go! 
The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up 
When Breath Becomes Air 
To Kill a Mockingbird 
The Girl on the Train 
A Man Called Ove 
Top Movies of 2016: 
Zootopia 
The Jungle Book 
Hell or High Water 
Finding Dory 
Kubo and the Two Strings 
Captain America: Civil War 
10 Cloverfield Lane 
2016 ELECTION 
From the Primaries in March to November's Presidential election, 2016 has been a whirlwind. 
When the news finally came that Donald Trump would be the next president, many were shocked. 
Several had argued that there was a slim chance of Trump's win, and then he managed to pull a 
win out of left field. It was at this time that many members of the Puget Sound community came 
together to discuss and experience one another's stories together. Candidates on both sides had 
policy not everyone agreed with, but the Puget Sound community was able to come through 
with opportunities for student and faculty to come together to discuss the results of the election. 
Many concerned themselves with the future of the country with a new president, others wee 
more concerned with the state of the future of the Democratic party. Some attributed what they 
felt as similar to feelings of 9/11. Whether liberal or conservative, many students, faculty, and 
staff were grateful for the opportunity for thoughts to be expressed and conversations to be had. 
While others attended this information session, others attended "safe spaces" for people of color, 
LGBT + members, and for the general student body. All around, many were able to communi-
cate their feelings and thoughts about the upcoming four years and what it means for everyone. 
Did I ever tell you about the young Zade, 
Who came to two signs at the fork in the road? 
One said to Place One, and the other, Place Two. 
So the Zade had to make up his mind what to do. 
DR.SUESS 
"THE ZODE INTHE ROAD" 
Well ... the Zade scratched his head, and his chin and his pants. 
And he said to himself, "I'll be taking a chance 
If I go to Place One. Now, that place may be hot! 
And so, how do I know if I'll like it or not? 
On the other hand though, I'll be sort of a fool 
If I go to Place Two and find it too cool. 
In that case I may catch a chill and tum blue! 
So, maybe Place One is the best, not Place Two, 
But then again, what if Place One is too high? 
I may catch a terrible earache and die! 
So Place Two may be best! On the other hand though ... 
What might happen to me if Place Two is too low? 
I might get some very strange pain in my toe! 
So Place One may be best," and he started to go. 
Then he stopped, and he said, "On the other hand 
though .... 
On the other hand ... other hand ... other hand though ... " 
And for 3 6 hours and a half that poor Zade 
Made starts and made stops at the fork in the road. 
Saying, "Don't take a chance. No! You may not be 
right." 
Then he got an idea that was wonderfully bright! 
"Play safe!" cried the Zade. "I'll play safe. I'm no dunce! 
I'll simply start out for both places at once!" 
And that's how the Zade who would not take a chance 
Got no place at all with a split in his pants. 
You have brains in your head. 
You have feet in your shoes. 
You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. 
You're on your own. 
And you know what you know. 
You are the guy who'll decide where to go. 
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We a 11 have a story to tell. 
